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Summary
This piece is part of a special section inspired by Berlant and Stewart’s book *The Hundreds*. Using only one hundred words, it offers an ethnographic portrait of my encounter with an Indonesian therapist specializing in “energy-based hypnosis” and of the role of digital content creation in his life and professional practice.
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Content.

Eko cut his teeth doing celebrity impressions. He filed them to fangs like a famous TV magician. One skit got 337,000 views. Now he’s in the fallout of a falling-out, going solo as a therapist with a monkey skull round his neck. Healing me on camera might convince viewers his energy-based hypnosis is no illusion.

“Exaggerate,” he urges, “so it’s good to watch.” There’s no need. As he stands, a cold forcefield surrounds me. Goosebumps and yelping.

Content?

Three months later, we have 1300 eyeballs and a fistful of thumbs. Friends say it looks like I was acting.
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